Boys (Name, School, Time)
1. John Hogan, Lowell, 17:28
2. Brian Nguyen, Lowell, 17:50
3. Donald Chen, Lowell, 17:58
4. Dominic May, Mission, 17:59
5. Calvin Li, Lowell, 18:10
6. Isaiah Abeyta, Lowell, 18:10
7. Abhay Negi, Lowell, 18:10
8. Abdulaziz Mohamed, Mission, 18:12
9. Benjie Guy Yoche, Burton, 18:16
10. Luis Aragon, Lowell, 18:19

Girls (Name, School, Time)
1. Sierra Brill, Lowell, 20:19
2. Kristen Leung, Lowell, 20:26
3. Amy Luong, Washington, 21:34
4. Sydney Gutierrez, Lowell, 21:36
5. Laura Richardson, Lincoln, 22:02
7. Cicily Tang, Burton, 22:38
10. Zoe Ingram, Lowell, 23:27

Coaches: Please call in ALL scores immediately following match to the Athletic Office 415-920-5187
Course is 3.1 miles.

All-City Results:

GV: Lowell 29, Washington 60, Lincoln 72, Burton 76, Galileo 135, Wallenberg 160
BFS: Lowell 15, Washington 76, Balboa 92, Lincoln 94, Burton 98, Galileo 180
GFS: Lowell 15, Lincoln 50, Balboa 93, Washington 96

Results:

GV: Lincoln 15, Mission NS, O’Connell NS, Balboa NS
BFS: Lincoln 18, Balboa 40
GFS: Lincoln 17, Balboa 43

11/13/13: BV: Washington 21, Burton 43, SFI 79, ISA NS
GV: Washington 17, Burton 46, SFI NS
BFS: Washington 16, SFI 46, Burton NS
GFS: Washington NS, Burton NS, SFI NS

GV: Lowell 15, Galileo 50, Marshall NS, Wallenberg NS
BFS: Lowell 15, Galileo 50, Marshall NS, Wallenberg NS
GFS: Lowell 15, Galileo NS, Marshall NS, Wallenberg NS

GV: Washington 19, Galileo 37, Mission NS, O’Connell NS
BFS: Washington 21, Galileo 40, Mission NS, O’Connell NS
11/6/13: BV: Lowell 15, Lincoln 56, Burton 81  
GV: Lowell 19, Lincoln 55, Burton 66

1/5/13: BV: Balboa 19, Marshall 44, Wallenberg 79, SFI NS  
GV: Balboa NS, Marshall NS, Wallenberg NS, SFI NS

11/1/13: BV: Burton 18, Balboa 50, Galileo 69  
GV: Galileo 26, Burton 39, Balboa 60

GV: Washington 22, Lincoln 38, Marshall NS, Wallenberg NS

10/30/13: BV: Lowell 15, Mission 54, O'Connell 69, SFI NS  
GV: Lowell 15, Mission NS, O'Connell NS, SFI NS

10/24/13: BV: Burton 22, O’Connell 38, Marshall 87, Mission NS, Wallenberg 102  
GV: Burton 15, O’Connell NS, Marshall NS, Mission NS, Wallenberg NS

10/23/13: BV: Lincoln 17, Galileo 50, SFI 88, ISA 102  
GV: Lincoln 19, Galileo 43, SFI NS, ISA NS

GV: Lowell 22, Washington 39, Balboa 85

GV: Lowell 21, Washington 46, Lincoln 79, Galileo 106, Balboa 137

GV: Lowell 15, Lincoln 65, Washington 74, Burton 98, Balboa 135